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Dated 22
nd

 June, 2017. 

 

Brief points for submission/discussions with Hon’ble Principal Secretary, 

FS&CW Department at Bhubaneswar during meeting. 
 

1. Release of payment for KMS 15-16 at revised rates to the extent of CMR 

delivered within GOI extended period of 31-12-2016. 

 

2. Difficulties in maintaining concurrent milling due to delay in delivery of 

CMR for want of godown space. Huge quantity of “Delivery Certificates are 

lying pending with the millers awaiting space in the godowns. As such, 

suitable relaxations and clarification may be issued to avoid any future 
disputes due to imposition of penal charges. 

 

3. Removal of uncertainty in the payment of handling charges to the custom 

millers in view of appointment of contractors at RRCs by OSCSC Ltd. There 

is clear mention in the Provisional cost sheet issued by GOI even for KMS 

20161-17 at Page-2 point No.4 that “The Custom Milled Rice would be 

delivered by the procuring agencies to FCI, in new 50 kg. bags only in the 

local godowns upto the scale point …”.(Ref Fscw Letter No.09611700142016 

/21503 dt.5.11.2016). No where it is mentioned that it is included in the 

milling charges. For this reason, we had been paid incidental charges for 

delivery of CMR at RRCs as well as at FCI for years together. 

 

4. Resolving the pending issue of Gunny Depreciation for KMS 2015-16 and 

also KMS 2016-17. At the beginning of procurement season, the millers had 

requested Oscsc to supply gunny bags for packing/transportation/storage of 

paddy and the millers will not claim gunny depreciation. It is only after the 

assurance from your honour to resolve the issue within one month, the 
millers agreed to supply gunny. Unfortunately, nothing has come out as yet. 

 

5. Adhoc release of custody & maintenance charges at the minimum flat rate 

on quantity of CMR delivered during current year 2016-17. 

 

Sir, this may kindly be treated as our “Grievance Petition” and the undersigned 

may be allowed 10 minute’s time to put up detailed submissions before your 

honour. 

 

(Santosh Kr. Agrawal), 

Chairman. 


